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“Dr. Oz: When Is A Doctor Not A Doctor?" 

One of the most popular daytime TV shows has been the Dr. Oz Show, 

which is basically an hour-long infomercial for unproven dietary supplements. 

Antioxidant pushers, such as Dr. Oz and Dr. Andrew Weil continue to hawk 

antioxidants with reckless abandon and without scientific justification.  Vitamins 

have become a global mega-business, worth an estimated $67.6 billion USD 

today.  To help combat misleading advertisements, a new book, The Health 

Delusion, by Aidan Goggins, a pharmacist, and Glen Matten (both have masters 

degrees in nutritional medicine) was recently published.  Just as I have said for 

years, they concur that, "Millions of people are misled into ritualistically ingesting 

these substances in the belief that they are enhancing their general health and well-

being.  In fact, these pills can be positively unhealthy."  Goggins and Matten also 

said, "Whatever it is, (the supplement manufacturers and profiteers) are putting 

your health in jeopardy and it’s high time it stopped.  It is clear that it is no longer 

science but market forces that are driving the macabre antioxidant industry."  Dr. 

Oz has morphed into a television celebrity and supplement pitch man.  He is a 

supplement salesman in doctor's clothing.  He uses his appearance as a doctor to 

mislead an uninformed audience into believing his nonsense/nonscience antics to 

elevate sales of unsubstantiated dietary supplemental products.  Scientific articles 

clearly show that antioxidants in natural foods, i.e., fresh fruits and vegetables, are 

the effective way to consume antioxidant vitamins, as opposed to the supplemental 

forms pushed by Dr. Oz.  Reportedly, there are over 55,000 untested and 

unregulated dietary supplements available and there are no legal authorities to 

maintain truth in advertising.  Basically, "they will tell you anything to sell you 

anything."  The Senate's consumer protection panel recently scolded Dr. Oz and 

Chairman Claire McCaskill, D-Mo. rebuked him for claims he made about weight-

loss aids on his TV show. Oz had proclaimed that green coffee bean extract was a 

"magic weight loss cure for every body type."  McCaskill told Oz, "I don't get why 

you need to say this stuff because you know it's not true."  Oz replied that his job 

is to be a "cheerleader" for his audience.  Thus, I ask, "Is Dr. Oz still a doctor?"  

Eventually, Oz did agree that there's no long-term miracle pill for weight loss out 

there without diet and exercise.  Oz reluctantly said, "I think it'll do a lot to drain 

the swamp that we've created around this area."   

 

In the America that I love, our government must crackdown on the 

basically unregulated dietary supplement industry. False claims saturate the 

airways.  My new book, Antioxidants Linked To Deadly Unintended 

Consequences, sets the record straight and is available online at www.amazon.com 

or at your local bookstore.   
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